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Diagnostic Feature Extraction
From Stamping Tonnage Signals
Based on Design of Experiments
Diagnostic feature extraction with consideration of interactions between variables is
important, but has been neglected in most diagnostic research. In this paper, a
feature extraction methodology is developed to consider variable interactions by us
fractional factorial design of experiments (DOE). In this methodology, features are
tracted by using principal component analysis (PCA) to represent variation pattern
tonnage signals. Regression analyses are performed to model the relationship be
features and process variables. Hierarchical classifiers and the cross-validation me
are used for root-cause determination and diagnostic performance evaluation. A
world example is used to illustrate the new methodology.@S1087-1357~00!00302-6#
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1 Introduction
A tonnage signal representing a stamping force is the m

effective monitoring signal for stamping process control. Tonna
signal analysis provides rich information about stamping proc
variable changes and has the potential to predict part quality
general, if a tonnage signal change is detected, it normally refl
that the conditions of process variables have changed, and the
quality may also be affected.

Due to the complexity of a stamping process, many proc
variables can influence tonnage signals. Thus, it is very com
and challenging to conduct root-cause determination through
nage signal analysis. Most past research focused on process m
toring, i.e., finding the changes of tonnage signals~or extracted
features! to detect the process faults. For example, a Shew
control chart for single measurement monitoring was often u
as the basis in tonnage monitoring systems. In those system
peak tonnage feature or other features extracted from a ton
signal are checked with the respective control limits individua
@1–3#. In this approach, the correlation of those features is
considered and the control limits are set for each feature inde
dently. Thus, a high false alarm rate~Type I error! is often en-
countered. Recently, an effort has been made, by using a m
variateT2 control chart@4#, to monitor the whole waveform of a
tonnage signal@5#. In this study, the detection of a waveform
change is considered to be a multivariate detection problem.
ther research has also been made to achieve feature-prese
data compression of tonnage signals to effectively extract feat
for process monitoring and diagnosis@6#. By using those ap-
proaches, a tonnage monitoring system can identify whether
process is normal or abnormal, based on whether the tonn
signal features are within the control limits. However, those
proaches could not identify the root causes if an abnormal pro
condition is detected.

In root-cause diagnosis, very little research has been don
stamping process control. Among the few publications in t
field, most research focuses only on the single-fault situation w
out considering the interactions among the process variable
few examples in this category include the detection of mate
thickness and hardness change@2,5#, nitrogen cushion change
shut height change, bearing wear-out, loose tie-rod@3,7#, and
punch breakage and wear-out@8#. Those detection criteria are e
fective only when all other variables are considered to be
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changed. In practice, the interactions among the stamping pro
variables are very significant and complex. As a result, the ap
cability would be very limited if the root-cause diagnosis meth
is based on the assumption of a single variable change. Thus,
desirable to develop root-cause diagnostic methodologies
consideration of multiple variable interactions. As an essen
component, diagnostic feature extraction from tonnage sign
with consideration of variable interactions has to be studied fi

In this paper, a new diagnostic feature-extraction methodol
is proposed to consider the variable interactions by using the f
tional factorial design of experiments~DOE!. The general frame-
work of the proposed methodology is shown in Fig. 1. The p
posed methodology consists of three steps. In the first step,
important process variables are determined and the experim
design is made based on the complexity of the relationship
tween the process variables and the tonnage signals.~The term
‘‘variable’’ used in the paper is the same as the term ‘‘facto
used in the design of experiments@9#. We use ‘‘variable’’ rather
than ‘‘factor’’ to be consistent with the terminology used in th
root-cause determination, as in the process control literat
Based on the DOE, tonnage signals are collected under diffe
setup conditions. In the second step, data reduction is condu
by using principal component analysis~PCA!, where the fewer
significant eigenvectors are selected to represent the major v
tion patterns of tonnage signals. The principal components defi
as features are obtained by projecting tonnage signals to the
lected eigenvectors. Furthermore, in Step 3, a regression mod
used to describe the relationship between the features~principal
components! and the process variables. Based on the regres
analysis, the diagnostic features and diagnostic variables are i
tified to form the hierarchical classifiers for root-cause determi
tion. The effectiveness of the extracted diagnostic features is
nally evaluated according to their classification performances

When the process variable interactions are considered, the
sification of waveform patterns in terms of the process varia
setups~conditions! is very complicated. The fault caused by on
variable change may generate different patterns of waveform
nals if other interaction variables are under different setup lev
Therefore, the traditional fault classification based on a sing
fault assumption without considering the variable interactio
cannot be applied in this case. For this purpose, a new hierarc
classification structure is proposed in the paper for solving
multivariate classification problem where the variable interactio
are considered.

The outline of this paper is listed as follows. After a bri
introduction, an overview of a stamping process and the desig
experiments are given in Section 2. Section 3 reviews the bas
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PCA and presents a PCA decomposition model to describe
nage waveform signals. Feature extraction is further condu
using the principal components. In Section 4, a DOE regres
analysis is used to analyze the effect of each process variab
the features. The diagnostic process variables, which are co
ered as the major root cause of the tonnage-signal change
selected based on the defined contribution index. Based on
regression analysis, a hierarchical classification structure for f
diagnosis is presented in Section 5. A real-word example is
sented in Section 6 to demonstrate the analysis procedures an
effectiveness of the proposed method in stamping process con
Finally, a summary and future work are provided in the la
section.

2 Overview of a Stamping Process and Experimenta
Design

2.1 Overview of a Stamping Process. Sheet metal stamp
ing is a very complex manufacturing process. Stamping proc
faults are generally caused by the process variable changes,
of which cannot be measured directly or are very expensive to
measured on-line. In recent years, stamping tonnage sensors
been widely used to measure stamping forces. This tonnage s
contains rich information about stamping process changes, w
are closely related to process faults. An example of a stamp
press with some process variables is shown in Fig. 2~a!. In order
to measure the stamping tonnage force, four tonnage sen
~strain gauge sensors! are mounted on the four press uprights~or
on the two linkages!. The total stamping force is obtained by th
summation of tonnage forces on the four uprights~or on the two
linkages!. Figure 2~b! shows one cycle of a total tonnage sign
measured from a double-action forming process. The press c
angle in theX-axis is generally used as the reference to repres
the rotation position of the main shaft of a press, which can a
be translated into the press slide position based on the press
tion curve. The crank angle from 0° to 360° corresponds t
complete cycle of a stamping operation. Figure 2~b! shows only
the effective portion of a stamping force, where the outer tonn

Fig. 1 The framework for diagnostic feature extraction based
on DOE
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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corresponds to the stamping force on the outer binder, and
inner tonnage corresponds to the stamping force on the in
punch.

A stamping process has more than forty process variab
Those variables can be classified into four broad categories: b
material characteristics, die condition and setup parameters, p
performance and working parameters, and the interaction v
ables@7,10#. With so many variables, it is very difficult to conduc
a test that studies all those process variables. In the paper
important process variables are selected based on the proces
gineering understanding of the characteristics of stamping op
tions, the performance of the tooling and press machine, the
quency of variable changes, and the resultant severe effect on
quality due to the process variable changes, etc.@11#. Those se-
lected process variables are lubrication, material thickness, o
shut height, inner shut height, punch speed, and blank wash p
sure, which are denoted asA, B, . . . ,F respectively in the follow-
ing sections. If there is no sufficient process engineering kno
edge, a screening experiment is suggested as an initial te
determine the effective test variables@9#.

2.2 Description of the Design of Experiments. A frac-
tional factorial design of experiments can be conducted to st
the effect of the selected six important process variables. In o
to obtain the fault patterns of tonnage signals, the training sam

Fig. 2 „a… An example of a stamping press. „b… One cycle of a
tonnage signal
MAY 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 361
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Table 1 Tested process variables and setup values

Table 2 „a… Test matrix for the first test day; „b … Test matrix for the second test day
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considering the effect of variable interactions will be genera
from this DOE. In addition to the main effects of the select
variables, the interactions between two variables are also a m
concern in the study. The interactions among three or more v
ables are neglected due to the difficulty in their interpretati
Thus, a standard two-level fractional factorial design with reso
tion five was used in this DOE plan, i.e., 2V

621 with the generator
F5ABCDE @9#. In this DOE, each main factor aliases with
five-factor interaction, and each two-factor interaction aliases w
a four-factor interaction. Therefore, if three or more factor int
actions are negligible, this design can provide clear estimate
the effects of the main factors and two-factor interactions. C
sidering the restriction of testing time, two test days were
quired, corresponding to two blocks generated by ABF5CDE in
the DOE plan. In each block, sixteen different setups were te
on each test day, and nine replicates were used under each s
Thus, the total number of observations is equal to 288 (2316
395288). Table 1 gives the real test values for each varia
corresponding to the normal setup level and the typical abnor
setup level respectively.

Tables 2~a! and 2~b! show the test matrix in the DOE plan
where ‘‘2’’ and ‘‘ 1’’ correspond to the normal and abnorm
levels of the test variables. Tests 1–16, shown in Table 2~a!, were
conducted on the first test day, and tests 17–32, shown in T
2~b!, were conducted on the second test day. Due to the comp
ity of adjusting a stamping process, it is very difficult to condu
this DOE in a completely random sequence. Some variables,
as lubrication and blank washer pressure, are very difficult
adjust accurately. Therefore, the tests for these variables shou
conducted in a sequence so that the test requires the minim
number of setup changes of these variables. However, for o
easily adjustable variables, such as shut height and punch s
the tests should be conducted in such a sequence that the
levels of these variables are changed frequently to avoid sys
atic errors due to different test times.

3 Feature Extraction Based on a PCA Decomposition
Model

PCA is used as a multivariate statistical analysis method
handle large numbers of highly correlated data via orthogo
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projection. It has the ability to reduce the dimensionality of
monitoring space by projecting original data into a lowe
dimensional orthogonal space defined by a few significant eig
vectors@12,13#. Therefore, PCA can be used to simplify the co
struction and interpretation of multivariate control charts f
process monitoring@14–16#. In addition to these process
monitoring applications, recent efforts have been made to in
grate PCA with engineering knowledge for root-cause determ
tion in the autobody assembly process with great success@17,18#.
In this paper, a new analysis method is developed to conside
variable interactions by integrating the PCA method with t
DOE.

3.1 Waveform Signal Representation Using PCA. In this
paper, tonnage waveform signals are denoted as a matriX
PRm3p, in which each row vectorxi

T is a complete cycle of a
tonnage signal withp measurement points, andm is the total
number of observations. The mean vector of tonnage wavef
signalsmT can be estimated byx̄T51/m( i 51

m xi
T . After subtracting

the vector ofx̄T from xi
T , i.e., yi

T5xi
T2 x̄T, the data matrixY

PRm3p can be decomposed using PCA@13#:

Y5a1v1
T1a2v2

T1¯1apvp
T (1)

where the matrix Y contains vectoryi
T5@yi1 ,yi2 , . . . ,yip#,

( i 51, . . . ,m), which has a zero mean. The vectorviPRp31

( i 51, . . . ,p) is the normalized eigenvector of the sample cova
ance matrixS of Y; that is:

Svi5l ivi (2)

S5
1

m21 (
i 51

m

yiyi
T (3)

wherel i is the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvectorvi .
The matrixV consists of eigenvectorsvi ( i 51, . . . ,p) and forms
an orthogonal basis for the space spanned byY. The principal
componentajPRm31 is obtained by projectingY onto the vector
vj ( j 51, . . . ,p):

aj5Yv j , (4)
Transactions of the ASME
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3.2 Selection of Significant Variation Patterns. When a
data set is projected to eigenvectors, it is often found that only
first few eigenvectors, corresponding to larger eigenvalues,
associated with the systematic process variations, while the
maining eigenvectors reflect the variations of the process n
@13#. The noise in this case relates to the uncontrollable proc
variations and instrumental variations arising from random dis
bances. Therefore, dimensionp of the original PCA model shown
in Eq. ~1! can be reduced into a smaller dimensionr 0 (r 0,p) in
a simplified PCA model for the data reduction. The eigenvect
corresponding to theser 0 largest eigenvalues are used as the
composition basis in the simplified PCA model. So, the resid
variance resulting from this dimensional reduction can be
tained by:

Sres
2 5trace~S!2(

i 51

r 0

l i5 (
i 5r 011

p

l i , r 0,p (5)

At the first stage of PCA modeling, the valuer 0 needs to be
determined. A two-step analysis is provided for the selection
the r 0 value. In the first step, the initial valuer 0 is determined so
that the residual variance,Sres

2 , is commensurate with the proces
noise. For this purpose, an order selection indexh r is defined as:

h r5

(
i 51

r 0

l i

(
i 51

p

l i

(6)

An appropriater 0 is selected so thath r is close to one. In
practice,h r is determined based on the signal-to-noise ratio
quirement. Based on this initialr 0 , a regression analysis is con
ducted for these candidate variation patterns. Then, the valuer 0 is
further determined in the second step based on the modeling
pability of principal components in terms of the process variab
A low R-square value in the regression analysis@9# indicates that
this linear model is not sufficient to describe the change of
respective principal component. Therefore,r 0 is finally deter-
mined by the total number of the principal components that can
modeled in the DOE regression analysis. The detailed rules
discussed in Section 6.

It can be verified that the PCA model is an optimal linear mo
with a model dimension equal tor 0 , which has a minimizedSres

2

over all possible choices of bases@19#. Because the effective di
mension of the PCA model is reduced fromp to r 0 , the effective
dimension of feature~principal component! space isr 0 . Conse-
quently, the original large dimension of a tonnage signalxi

T

5@xi1 ,xi2 , . . . ,xip# can be expressed by a smaller dimension
features, i.e.,@ai1 ,ai2 , . . . ,air 0

#. The effect of the process vari
able changes on the tonnage waveform signals will be represe
as the changes of these features. Thus, these principal compo
will be potentially used as diagnostic features in the subseq
analysis. Furthermore, the diagnostic variables, which are con
ered as the root causes of the variation pattern, can be identifi
terms of their significant effects on the changes of the respec
features; this will be discussed via the DOE regression analys
the following section.

4 Diagnostic Variable Identification Based on DOE
Regression Analysis

4.1 DOE Regression Analysis. The principal components
calculated from Eq.~4! are considered as the potential diagnos
features and will be used as the response variables in the D
regression analysis. The analysis of variance~ANOVA ! is used to
identify whether the process variable has a significant effect
the selected features due to different variable setups. The bas
this analysis is based on the following hypothesis testing:
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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H0 : m~aik!5m~ajk!

H1 : m~aik!Þm~ajk! ~ iÞ j ; i , j 51, . . . ,N; k51, . . . ,r 0!
(7)

wherek is an index of thekth principal component correspondin
to thekth eigenvector;i andj are indices of the test setups.m(aik)
represents the mean value of the principal componentaik under
setupi. N is the total number of different setups conducted in t
DOE. Because the eigenvectors are sorted based on their e
values, the first eigenvector and the first principal componenk
51) represent the most significant variation pattern of tonn
signal changes under the different variable setups in the DOE.
significance of other variation patterns will be determined by th
respective eigenvalues.

For a given eigenvectorvk , the change of m(aik) ( i
51, . . . ,N) due to different variable setups represents the eff
of the variable changes on featureak . The significance of each
variable is reflected by its contribution to the variability of featu
ak . The significant variables having the major contributions to
feature’s variability are called diagnostic variables. Because e
variable shows different significances on different variation p
ternsvj , ( j 51, . . . ,r 0), the diagnostic variables should be ide
tified corresponding to each variation pattern. The detailed an
sis procedure for diagnostic variable identification is summari
in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, PCA is used to obtain all eigenvectors and the as
ciated principal component vectors. Starting from the first prin
pal component vector of the first variation pattern, DOE regr
sion analysis is used to determine the diagnostic variables, w
are the major contributors to the variability of this principal com
ponent. This iteration analysis is repeated until all significa
variation patterns (r 0) have been analyzed. The identified dia
nostic variables are used to form the clusters from the DOE
servations, and a hierarchical classification structure is use
simplify the interactions between the diagnostic variables. T
clustered observations can further serve as training samples i
development of the hierarchical classifier for the root-cause de
mination in terms of the diagnostic variables.

Based on the DOE plan of 2V
621 given in Section 1, the main

effects and two-factor interaction effects can be clearly estima
if the higher-order interactions are neglected. Thus, the co
sponding regression model can be expressed as:

Fig. 3 Diagnostic variable identification based on DOE
MAY 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 363
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(
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b jklzikzil 1b j ,blockzi ,block1« i j

(8)

where j ( j 51, . . . ,r 0) is the index of principal components co
responding to variation patternj in the PCA model, andi ( i
51, . . . ,m) is the index of the observations.zi1 , . . . ,zi6 repre-
sent the coded variable setup values~normal condition521 and
abnormal condition51! in the i th observation corresponding t
the six process variablesA, . . . ,F respectively.zi ,block represents
the test block value, i.e.,zi ,block521 for the first test day and
zi ,block51 for the second test day.b j 0 , b jk , b jkl andb j ,block are
the regression coefficients, which correspond to the overall m
of the observations, the estimate of one-half of the effect of v
able k, the estimate of one-half of the interaction effect betwe
two variablesk and l, and the estimate of one-half of the effect
the test block respectively.« i j corresponds to the model erro
which is assumed to be normally and independently distribu
random variables with the mean of zero and the variance ofs2.

4.2 Diagnostic Variable Identification. Based on the DOE
regression analysis, the diagnostic variables can be selected
those variables that have the major contributions to the t
model variability@9#. For this purpose, a new term, ‘‘contributio
index,’’ is defined as the percentage of the variability of varia
k(SSk) to the total model variability (SSmodel) of all variables:

rk5
SSk

SSmodel
3100 percent (9)

The subscriptk in rk andSSk can be replaced by ‘‘ij ’’ to represent
the interaction between variablesi and j when SSi j
.(SSi or SSj ). Based on the contribution index, the diagnos
variables are selected from those which have a larger value ofrk .
Considering the classification difficulty under a large number
clusters, the maximum number of diagnostic variables in t
analysis is limited to two for each variation pattern. The decis
of using one or two diagnostic variables is made according to
following rules:

If rk.j, one diagnostic variablek is selected;

else if rk1r j.j, two diagnostic variablesk and j

are selected;

else, no diagnostic variables are selected;

(10)

wherej is a predefined contribution limit, which is selected a
cording to process variability and process noise in the applicat
The detailed discussion on the usage of the contribution limj
will be given in the example in Section 6.
364 Õ Vol. 122, MAY 2000
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5 Hierarchical Classification Based on Diagnostic Fea-
tures

5.1 Hierarchical Classification Structure. If variable in-
teractions exist, the effect of one variable on the tonnage sig
depends on the levels chosen for the other interaction variab
As a result, a large quantity of fault clusters will be generated
considering different variables and their interactions. Thus, i
very difficult to design a classifier for simultaneous classificat
of all fault clusters. In order to solve this problem, a new hier
chical classifier is proposed to simplify the fault clustering a
classification. Figure 4 shows an example of the hierarchical c
sifier. In the example,Wi represents thei th classified diagnostic
variable, and ‘‘2’’ or ‘‘ 1’’ represents the normal or abnorma
setup level of the corresponding variable.

In the hierarchical clustering structure, the classification is c
ducted in a sequence from the top layer to the bottom layer. E
layer may consist of one or more classifiers depending on
number of nodes at the upper layer. Each classifier is designe
identify the conditions of the nodes which are connected with
same node at the upper layer. For example, there is one clas
in Layer 1 in Fig. 4. The nodesW1(1) andW1(2) are used to
design the classifier forW1’s condition identification. Similarly,
there are two classifiers in Layer 2 in Fig. 4. The nodesW2W3
(22), W2W3(12), W2W3(21), andW2W3(11) under the
condition ofW1(1) are used to design one classifier for identi
cation of those conditions. The other classifier is designed
those nodes under the condition ofW1(2). By using the hierar-
chical clustering structure, the fault diagnosis is performed to
quentially identify the diagnostic variable conditions from the u
per layer to the lower layers according to the significance of
variation patterns sorted by eigenvalues. Moreover, this stra
can simplify the variable-interaction effect on the classificati
problem. For example, when we classifyW2W3 conditions at the
second layer, theW1 condition is known~fixed! at the first layer.
Thus, the interaction between variablesW2 ~or W3! andW1 can be
eliminated from the regression model of the second layer.

In order to develop a hierarchical classifier, two issues will
addressed in the following sections:~1! how to select the diagnos
tic variables to form a layer; and~2! how to select diagnostic
features for classifier design in each layer.

For the first issue, the diagnostic variables are selected f
each variation pattern sorted by the eigenvalues. The deta
analysis is summarized as the following two steps:~1! regression
analysis of the principal components, which are selected seq
tially according to the variation patterns sorted by the eigenvalu
and ~2! based on the regression analysis, identification of the
agnostic variables by comparing the contribution index defined
Eq. ~9! with the contribution limitj. The number of diagnostic
variables in each layer is determined by Eq.~10!. The identified
diagnostic variables will then be used to form a layer in the hi
archical classification structure.

Once the number of the diagnostic variables at each laye
determined, the number of nodesNi at thei th layer can be deter-
Fig. 4 An example of classification based on a hierarchical structure
Transactions of the ASME
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mined byNi5dqNi 21 , whered is the number of the setup leve
of test variables,q is the number of diagnostic variables to b
classified in this layer, andNi 21 is the number of nodes in th
upper layer. In this paper,d equals two because a two-level fra
tional factorial design is conducted in the experiment andq is
equal to either one or two, which is determined by Eq.~10!.
Therefore, the maximum number of clusters included in each c
sifier is four.

The major concern in the second step is how to select the
agnostic features to classify the diagnostic variable conditions
one diagnostic variable is identified in the first step, two clust
will be formed for this variable corresponding to its two set
levels. In this case, one feature is sufficient for the classificatio
these two clusters. Therefore, the principal component of the
spective variation pattern can be used directly as the diagno
feature for classification of this variable condition. If two diagno
tic variables are identified, one feature may not be sufficien
classify four clusters formed by two setup levels of these t
diagnostic variables. Thus, additional features should be sele
from other principal components for the classification purpos
The availability of other principal components depends
whether they have the same selected diagnostic variables for
variation patterns. According to@19#, the required maximum num
ber of features is less than the number of clusters to be class
Thus, the maximum number of features equals three in this pa

The advantages of the presented hierarchical classifier ca
summarized as follows:~1! The complicated mapping relationsh
due to the interactions among process variables can be sig
cantly simplified by using a hierarchical classification structu
This simplification is achieved by fixing the pre-identified variab
conditions at the upper layer to simplify the variable interactio
and reduce the number of clusters in the classifier design.~2! The
diagnostic variables in the higher layers are more important
cause they correspond to the more significant variation patt
with the larger eigenvalues. Thus, the diagnostic variable clas
cation, which is performed from the top layer to the lower laye
can potentially lead to an effective process control strategy
sequentially adjusting the variable conditions.~3! The hierarchical
clusters are formed in terms of different variable conditions; th
the classification results can provide explicit information for fa
diagnosis and process improvement.

5.2 Fast Updating the Contribution Index in a Hierarchi-
cal Classifier. In DOE regression analysis, the sum of th
squares for each variable variability (SSk) is calculated simulta-
neously based on all test observations@9#. However, under the
hierarchical structure,SSk in Eq. ~9! ~except for the first layer!
should be modified to consider the effect of the fixed variable
the upper layers. In order to avoid the tedious recalculation ofSSk
from the samples, a ‘‘fast-update’’ algorithm is developed
modify the contribution indices in the hierarchical structure
directly using the regression coefficients, which have already b
estimated based on all test observations.

When a two-level fractional factorial DOE is used, the regr
sion coefficientbk in Eq. ~8! ~for simplicity, the subscriptj of the
variation pattern index is ignored in this section! andSSk can be
calculated based on the defined contrast relationship@9#:

bk5~Contrastk!/~n•2b! (11)

SSk5~Contrastk!
2/~n•2b! (12)

where the subscriptk in bk andSSk can be replaced by ‘‘kl’’ to
represent the interaction term between variablesk and l. n is the
number of the test replicates, andb is the number of variables
From Eqs.~11! and ~12!, it can be seen that for a givenn andb,
SSk is proportional to the square of the regression coefficie
Therefore, the contribution index defined in Eq.~9! can be calcu-
lated by:
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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2

3100 percent (13)

Because a hierarchical structure is used for classification, w
we classify the diagnostic variables at the current layer, the le
of the diagnostic variables at the upper layer are already kno
~fixed!. Therefore, the regression model at the current layer sho
not contain the diagnostic variables of the upper layer. The reg
sion coefficients, which represent the interaction effect of the
agnostic variables at the upper layer, should be modified
simple example is given here to illustrate this idea.

Assume two variables,A andB, are studied in the test. Variabl
A is the diagnostic variable at the top layer, and variableB is the
diagnostic variable at the second layer. ForA5 ‘ ‘ 1 ’ ’ fixed at the
upper layer, the original interaction coefficientbAB should no
longer exist in the regression model at the second layer,
should be included in the modified coefficientbB* by:

bB* 5bB1bABuA5 ‘ ‘ 1 ’ ’ (14)

Proof: bB1bABuA5 ‘ ‘ 1 ’ ’

5~ContrastB1ContrastABuA5 ‘ ‘ 1 ’ ’ !/~n2b!

52~ContrastBuA5 ‘ ‘ 1 ’ ’ !/~n2b!

5~ContrastBuA5 ‘ ‘ 1 ’ ’ !/~n2b21!5bB* #

In this proof, the number of the variables included in the seco
regression model is reduced fromb52 to b2151 because vari-
ableA is eliminated from the second regression model. Simila
if three variables,A, B, and C, are studied and two diagnosti
variables,A and B, are fixed at the upper layer, such asA5 ‘ ‘
2 ’ ’ and B5 ‘ ‘ 1, ’ ’ then the modified coefficientbC* of variable
C in the current regression model can be calculated by:

bc* 5bC2bAC1bBC (15)

Generally, under the hierarchical classification structure,
modified regression coefficients can be simply calculated b
summation or a subtraction of the original regression coefficie
which depends on the fixed conditions of the diagnostic variab
at the upper layers.

Based on Eq.~13!, at different layers except for the top laye
the modified contribution index of a variable can be quickly u
dated with the modified regression coefficients by:

rk* 5
bk*

2

(
i 51

b*

b i*
21 (

i 51

b* 21

(
j 5 i 11

b*

b i j*

(16)

where* is used to represent the modified parameters after fix
the levels of the diagnostic variables at the upper layer.b* repre-
sents the number of the variables excluding the diagnostic v
ables fixed at the upper layers.b i* and b i j* correspond to the
modified coefficients for variablei and the interaction betwee
variablesi and j, where variablesi and j do not include the diag-
nostic variables fixed at the upper layers.

6 An Example: Tonnage Signal Classification Based
on the DOE

6.1 DOE-Based PCA Decomposition and Regression
Analysis. Based on the DOE discussed in Section 2.2, 32 d
ferent setups with 9 test replicates in each setup have been
ducted, as shown in Tables 2~a! and 2~b!. The total of 288 tonnage
signals are obtained and analyzed using PCA. The first ten lar
eigenvalues~initial r 0510! and the order selection index ofhk
(k51, . . .,10) are obtained by using Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and ~6!, and
shown in Table 3. The other eigenvalues are ignored because
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Table 3 Eigenvalues of PCA and R-squares of regression models
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are so small that the residual variance can be ignored accordin
hk . The eigenvectors corresponding to these ten eigenvalues
then used as the decomposition bases to obtain ten vectors of
principal components based on Eq.~4!. Based on Eq.~8!, each
principal component vector is analyzed with a regression mod
and the modeling adequacy is described by theR-square value, as
shown in Table 3. It can be seen that when the variation patte
index k.5, R-square values are very small. So the final effectiv
dimension of the PCA model is equal to five, i.e.,r 055. The
regression coefficients in Eq.~8! of these five regression models
are listed in Table 4.

6.2 Selection of Diagnostic Variables in Each Layer for
Hierarchical Classification.
„1… Layer 1: In the development of a hierarchical structure, a

shown in Fig. 4, the first regression model corresponding to t
variation pattern with the largest eigenvalue is used to determ
the diagnostic variables at the top layer. The contribution indic
for all variables or interaction terms are calculated based on E
~9!. Table 5 gives the contribution index values related to the fir
four most significant variables, where subscripts ofb ~1, 2, . . . ,
6! correspond to variablesA,B, . . . ,F respectively.

In order to determine the number of diagnostic variables,j
570 percent is used in this case study. Because the contribu
index of variableD is equal to 85.46 percent in Table 5, which i
larger thanj, one diagnostic variableD ~or variable 4! is selected
at the top layer. The corresponding principal component is used
the diagnostic feature for classification. Figure 5 plots this dia
nostic feature of all observations in the DOE.
„2… Layer 2: Similarly, the second regression model is used

find the diagnostic variables at the second layer. Based on
~16!, the contribution indices for all variables except for variabl

Table 4 Regression model parameters
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D are calculated using the modified regression coefficients w
the consideration of the fixed variableD at the top layer. Table 6
gives the first two largest contribution indices of the related va
ables. The modified model coefficients and the corresponding
mula are also shown in Table 6.

Because the maximum contribution index due to variab
2(b j 2* ) is less thanj, and the summation of the contribution ind
ces of two variables 2 and 5~B andE! are larger thanj, these two
variables are used as the diagnostic variables at Layer 2. Bec
these two diagnostic variables form four clusters, one feature
not sufficient for classification, and more features are needed.
this purpose, other variation patterns are investigated to selec
appropriate regression model that also hasB andE as its diagnos-
tic variables.

Repeating the analysis procedures for the third regress
model, the first two largest contribution indices of the relat
variables~or interaction terms! are given in Table 7. From this

Fig. 5 Classification based on variable D

Table 5 The contribution indices for the first variation pattern
„ jÄ1…

Table 6 The contribution indices for the second variation pat-
tern „ jÄ2…

Table 7 The contribution indices for the third variation pattern
„ jÄ3…
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Fig. 6 Classification based on variables B and E „6„a… DÄ ‘ ‘À ’ ’ ; 6 „b… DÄ ‘ ‘¿ ’ ’ …
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table, the same diagnostic variables 2 and 5 are identified base
the updated contribution indices when the condition of variabl
is fixed.

Because the same diagnostic variables 2 and 5~B and E! are
selected in the second and third regression model, these two
responding principal components are used as diagnostic fea
in the classification. Figures 6~a! and 6~b! plot these two features
of the DOE samples under the conditions ofD5 ‘ ‘ 1 ’ ’ and
D5 ‘ ‘ 2 ’ ’ respectively.

„3… Layer 3: For the fourth regression model, the contributio
indices under the fixed conditions of variables 2, 4, and 5~B, D,
and E! are shown in Table 8. Because in the fourth regress
model, the contribution indices of one or two variables are l
than the minimum contribution valuej, no diagnostic variable
could be found for the fourth variation pattern. Therefore,
diagnostic variables used at Layer 3 should be determined f
the remaining regression models.

For the fifth regression model (j 55), the updated contribution
indices under the fixed variablesD, B, andE are given in Table 9.
It is found that underD5 ‘ ‘ 2, ’ ’ variable C can be considered a
the diagnostic variable at the third layer because the contribu
index of variableC(r3) is larger thanj. However, no diagnostic
variable can be identified under the condition ofD5 ‘ ‘ 1 ’ ’ be-
cause no consistent variables can be identified as the diagn
variable based on Eq.~10!. Figures 7~a!, 7~b!, 7~c!, and 7~d! plot
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the corresponding principal component under the conditions
DBE5 ‘ ‘ 222, ’ ’ DBE5 ‘ ‘ 221, ’ ’ DBE5 ‘ ‘ 212, ’ ’ and
DBE5 ‘ ‘ 211. ’ ’

Based on the above analysis, the final hierarchical classifie
shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that variableD is the most impor-
tant variable of six variables because it associates with the m
significant variation pattern. VariablesA and F have the least
impact on the tonnage waveform signals. This analysis resu
consistent with the stamping engineering knowledge.

6.3 Classifier Design and Performance Validation

6.3.1 Piecewise Linear Classifiers.Among all given clus-
ters, the closest clusterk* for a given observationxi can be iden-
tified by using the following piecewise linear classifier@19#:

Cluster k* 5max
k

H m~k!TS21xi2
1

2
m~k!TS21m~k!1 ln P0~k!J

(17)

whereP0(k) is the prior probability of the clusterk. Generally, if
there is no prior knowledge available,P0(k) is assumed to be
equal for all clusters.m(k) is the mean of clusterk andS is the
pooling variance of all clusters, which are estimated by:
Table 8 The contribution indices for the fourth variation pattern „ jÄ4…

Table 9 The contribution indices for the fifth variation pattern „ jÄ5…
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Fig. 7 Classification based on variable C

Fig. 8 Hierarchical classifier for the stamping process
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wherexj uk is samplej included in clusterk, andnk is the number
of samples in clusterk.

6.3.2 Classification Error Estimation Using the Cros
Validation Method. The limited number of samples can affe
the estimation of classification errors. The cross-validat
method can provide better performance than the holdout me
when the number of samples is limited@19#. In this paper, the
cross-validation method is used to validate the performance o
designed piecewise linear classifiers.

The basic idea of the cross-validation method is that one sam
is excluded from clusterk. Next, the parameters of the respecti
2, MAY 2000
-
t
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hod
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ple
e

clusterk are re-estimated based on the remainingnk21 samples.
Afterwards, the excluded sample will be used as the test samp
test the new classifier. This analysis procedure is repeatednk
times to test allnk samples. The number of misclassified samp
is counted to calculate the estimate of the classification error

error5
Nmis

Nsample
3100 percent (19)

whereNmis represents the number of misclassification andNsample
is the total number of the samples classified by the tested cla
fiers.

6.3.3 Classification Results.In the hierarchical classification
structure~Fig. 8!, one classifier is required to classify variableD’s
conditions with two clusters; two classifiers corresponding toD
5 ‘ ‘ 1 ’ ’ and D5 ‘ ‘ 2 ’ ’ are needed to classify the conditions o
variablesB and E with four clusters in each classifier; and fou
classifiers, corresponding to the different conditions of variableB
and E with the fixedD5 ‘ ‘ 2, ’ ’ are needed to classify variable
C’s conditions with two clusters in each classifier. From the cl
sification plots in Section 6.2~Figs. 5, 6, and 7!, it can be seen tha
a piecewise linear classifier can be used for each case. It is n
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Fig. 9 Misclassification rates of the hierarchical classifiers
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that in this study, the classification is conducted based on
extracted diagnostic features~principal components! instead of the
observations themselves. Therefore, when we design the cla
ers,xi or xj uk should be substituted by the selected features~prin-
cipal components! in Eqs.~17! and ~18! respectively.

The performance of the designed piecewise linear classi
based on the selected diagnostic features can be evaluated wi
classification errors defined in Eq.~19!, whereNsample5Nt/2

t, Nt
5288, andt is equal to the number of the variables fixed at t
upper layers. Figure 9 shows the percentage of the misclass
tion errors in each classifier. It can be seen that the maxim
classification error is 11.11 percent only in the classification
C(2) andC(1) at the lowest layer. All others, which correspon
to the more important variables at the upper layers, are less th
percent.

7 Conclusions
A new coherent methodology for diagnostic feature extract

from the stamping tonnage signal is developed based on the
sign of experiments. One of the unique characteristics of the
posed methodology is that it considers variable interactions in
feature extraction for stamping process monitoring and diagno

It should be pointed out that the framework of conducting
agnostic feature extraction based on DOE is innovative and
neric. Even though DOE has been used often in practice to id
tify the significant variables and their interactions, little resea
has been done to use the DOE concept for feature extraction
classification in diagnostics. In the proposed methodology,
DOE plays an essential role in the analysis, which provides
basis for: 1! tonnage signal collection under different condition
2! identification of the diagnostic features and their relations
with process variables; and 3! determination of the hierarchica
classification structure by using the contribution index based
the regression analysis. Although PCA is used in this paper
data reduction and identification of potential features~i.e., princi-
pal components!, the proposed methodology of hierarchical cla
sification based on the DOE can be applied for diagnostic fea
extraction using other features, such as the segmental mean
variance, wavelet coefficients, etc. Furthermore, this methodo
can also be applied to other waveform signals, such as force
nals in welding, torque signals in bolting, force signals in mach
ing, etc. Therefore, the proposed methodology has broad app
tions in feature extraction and diagnostic system developmen
ufacturing Science and Engineering
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